
S.No. Name City / Location State Country Feedback 

1 ANANAS KUMAR RUDRAPUR UTTARAKHAND INDIA Hand on experiences has been gained during this workshop. 

Practical experiences on various testing tools like Bhatia Battery, 

Assessment Tool for Specific Learning Disability and counselling 

tips will help me to become a reflective counsellor.   

2 Radha Gowri D Hyderabad Telangana India Very informative and well conducted

3 Ms. Sejal Davey Chennai Tamilnadu India The workshop was essential.  So much of information with deep 

clarification.  It provides so much of insight about each and every 

testing tools.  

4 Usha Unnikrishnan Mumbai Maharashtra India Very informative and enriching 

5 Manisha Anand New Delhi Delhi India Informative

6 Gincy Roshan 

Thomas

Trivandrum Kerala India It was very interesting and informative.  Divakar Sir is very 

committed and makes it a point that everyone gets their doubts 

cleared 

7 Sr. AnushaSD Kothamangalam Kerala India

8 Shilpi Narula GREATER NOIDA UTTAR PRADESH INDIA Excellent workshop

9 ZERA BAI RAJAN PATHANAMTHITTA KERALA INDIA Th workshop on Psychometric test was very informative and 

helpful in enhancing my knowledge. The sessions were 

interaction focused and Mr. Diwakar Singh was very generous in 

making sure that everyone is served with adequate information. 

He also promote queries between the sessions to ensure 

complete understanding on the topics discussed.  Looking 
10 VANDANA SINGH GautamBuddhnagar Uttar Pradesh India Extremely informative and helpful workshop with hands on 

practice across various psychometric tools widely used for 

assessments. I left the workshop much richer in knowledge and 

confident in administering the tools. Thank you Diwakar Sir for 

the wealth of knowledge you share selflessly. Warm regards - 

Vandana Singh.11 Prabha Rajan Chennai Tamilnadu India Excellent . Very useful

12 Christina Ruth DmonteChennai Tamil Nadu India

13 RUTUJA (ARCHANA )JOSHIKothrud, Pune 411038 Maharashtra India

14 Shradha Sinha Faridabad Haryana India Thank you for the insightful session in the field of Counselling. As 

a HR consultant, it is very informative, learning and inquisitive 

session for me. Thanks for your guidance.

15 ARUL MANIMUTHU Salem Tamil Nadu India

PSYCHOMETRIC ASSESSMENT WORKSHOP 



16 PAVITHRA SRIRAM BENGALURU KARNATAKA INDIA It was a very enriching and an informative session. Looking 

forward to many more in the future.

17 Maya Aripirala Hyderabad Telangana India As expected, the workshop was very interesting and loaded with 

useful information and takeaways that we can apply in our daily 

work. Ever grateful to Diwakar Sir for his infinite patience in 

explaining everything in such detail and in fact extending the 

18 Mercy Chingnunhoih Churachandpur Manipur India The workshop overall has given me an insightful and enriching 

experience. How to conduct, clearing doubts and learning in-

depth about various psychometric assessments was very helpful. 

19 Dr. Devinder Dhalla Dehradun Uttarakhand India Diwakar Sir you always helped me in providing steeping stones 

towards greater heights in very Simpler manner which is 

genuinely highly appreciated. Workshop was highly interactive, 

full of ease in order to understand the topic in a precise manner 

which was the need of an hour. Highly appreciated 👍

20 P.KOUSALYA DEVI Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh India Very informative

21 Siddharth Jadhav Dhule Maharashtra India

22 SUDHIR KUMAR VERMAMirzapur Uttar Pradesh India A great workshop. I learned a lot of things and skills about 

psychometric test. The way how Diwakar sir had explained 

everything was just amazing. He solved all the queries of every 

learner. I feel more confidence after doing this workshop. And I 

have gained more understanding about administration and 

scoring of these test. Thanks a lot. 

23 Vrinda Palta Dehradun Uttarakhand India It was amazing 

24 DR. KATHAKALI MITRA-VARMARanchi Jharkhand India The Psychometric workshop was a refresher course for me. I 

remember taking these courses during my undergrad and 

postgrad years in Psychology. The sessions conducted by Sir 

Diwakar Singh Sikarwar were much interactive and methodical. 

The session materials were presented in an interesting way 

where we learned about the tests administration, manual, its 

processes and scoring details. Also, the feedback from the group 

participants on the tests use and applicability was resourceful. 

Thank you once again! 



25 Manju Ritesh Saigal Dehradun Uttarakhand India The workshop was very detailed and instructive. This information 

and data is practical and can be put to use immediately. All 

doubts were cleared very well. The interactive nature of the 

workshop was helpful to everyone. Sharing the documents is 

useful so we can refer at any time. Look forward to doing more 

workshops with Mr Diwakar

26 Kavita khanna Alaknanda Delhi India USEFUL WORKSHOP AS IT WAS DETAILED AND PRECISE

27 Sanjay Sharma NOIDA UTTER PRADESH INDIA Very practical and insightful session its a stepping for me.  

thanks to Diwakar sir for his insightful, intellectual and very 

elegant way of training.

28 Poornima Govindaraju Hyderabad Telangana India Awesome

29 K.KRUPA DEV Rajahmundry Andhra Pradesh India Excellent

30 DR. RENU BALA HISAR HARYANA India VERY GOOD EXPERIENCE

31 Dr. Nancy George Aluva, Ernaklam Kerala India It was very useful

32 Padma Raman Hyderabad Telangana India Very informative and value addition for us. Mr Diwakar knows his 

subject and was extremely patient and understanding with all our 

questions 3 days of Psychometry was useful in all aspects 

33 Shilpa Talwelkar pune maharashtra india It was a very comprehensive workshop. It was very professionally 

conducted and each one's queries were answered.

34 PRASHANNA SHERPASILIGURI West Bengal India EXCELLENT 

35 DR.NIDHI SRIVASTAVAGREATER NOIDA UTTAR PRADESH INDIA This workshop was wonderful. The way of presentation was so 

impressive and very helpful for new professionals. The contents 

and all resources ware well organised.

36 MUGDHA JAIN FARIDABAD Haryana India It was a good workshop.

37 Dr G K Beatress Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh India Informative 

38 Jessica Bharadwaj Bangalore Karnataka India The workshop has been very informative both theoretically and 

practically. 

Being from a field of psychology background, I have learnt all the 

assessment necessary for my profession. 

39 S. Uma Maheswari Navi Mumbai Maharashtra India The workshop on psychometric assessment was very informative 

and useful. It was well explained with the relevant materials. 

Thank you Diwakar sir for the wonderful session. 

40 MRIDU OHARI Lucknow UP India Great Input

41 VIDHI KATARIA New Delhi Delhi India It was a very informative workshop and Diwakar Sir is very 

dedicated and knowledgeable about what he does. Thank you 

42 Supreeta Dubey TanwarNew Delhi Delhi India Very detailed helpful sessions.



43 Kine Shah Mumbai Maharashtra India The workshop was quite extension, Diwakar sir was also very 

interactive, explained well, and the material provided was also 

very detailed. Overall a good experience

44 Dr.Geetha Natarajan BANGALORE KARNATAKA India Excellent workshop and well organised .Most of the psychometric 

assessments are explained and discussed. 

45 Dr. Vandana Jaipur Rajasthan India The training was absolutely superb and I genuinely learned each 

and every moment of it. The content was extremely informative 

and incredibly useful. I have attended several trainings before but 

I can't recall any of them having such a strong impact. You have 

done a wonderful job and I appreciate your efforts.

I will surely recommend this training to all my colleagues and 

friends. I, myself, would love to attend future training organized or 

featured by you.

Thank you

Regards

Dr. Vandana 

46 NISHA PATNAIK Bhathinda Punjab India Extremely insightful

47 AMIT SHRIPAD SAMANTRATNAGIRI MAHARASHTRA INDIA It's truly great experience to attend. I refer it to my friends also. 

Diwakar Sir's teaching is also fine. Willing to join next one. 

Thank you.

48 Dr. Sudeepa Patiyal Hamirpur Himachal Pradesh India Very nice and informative workshop on testings....

49 Shweta Bagaddeo Hyderabad Telangana India I am happy to be the part of this workshop.

The support and learning experience is really good.

50 Dr.Eswari Vadlamudi Hyderabad Telangana India Good

51 Vanajaa Augustine Theni Tamilnadu India Very exploratory session with more clarity and examples.  

Excellent .

52 Snehal Abhijit Gadge Nashik Maharashrta India It's really informative and good

53 Prof.Deepa Manoj NairMumbai Maharashtra India Excellent workshop with clear insight into psychology of every 

age bracket and how best to evaluate them.!!! 

54 Jainee Shah MUMBAI Maharashtra India The workshopnwas very informative. 

Learnt the administration and report writing in a systematic 

method. 

Thank you.  

55 JyotiLaxmi.R.UdapudiBangalore Karnataka India Very informative, learnt lot in last 4 days.

56 SHALINI Sitamarhi Bihar India Very informative and helpful workshop

57 Carolin Joseph Kannur Kerala India The workshop was really an awesome one and it's very much 

applicable for my field of parctice.



58 Maganti Tezasvi  Venkateswara ChowdaryNavi Mumbai Maharashtra India It was really really amazing ..worth....thankful to you all...thank u

59 Aayushi Sharma New Delhi Delhi India The workshop was extremely informative. Diwakar Sir is a great 

teacher and a patient listener, he resolved all the doubts with 

utmost sincerity and knowledge. I would recommend this 

workshop to all those psychology enthusiasts who have keen 

interest in psychometric assessment of children. 

60 Nilam Phadatare - ZendePune Maharashtra India It was a really helpful and informative workshop. Waiting for your 

next workshop. Thank you

61 Suchismita Chakrabortykolkata West Bengal India The workshop was very productive, sir gave very detailed 

information about all the tests. 

62 Rakhi Gupta Gurugram Haryana India The workshop was productive and insightful. 

63 G.VINEELA Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh India The workshop was very useful, informative and interesting.

64 NIDHI MEENA Kota Rajasthan India Your workshop was very helpful and enriching.

65 Mansi Mittal Zirakpur, mohali Punjab India Very useful and elaborate workshop

66 DIPEEKA K SANNEBOYNA MERCES GOA India I really have learnt alot from the session though i know the test it 

was refreshing and again learning . and hatsoff to you patiences 

level i have seen for all 4 days sir. 

looking forward tohear many workshops and work with you . 

Thankyou 

67 Laxmi Lobo Mumbai Maharashtra India Informative workshop and very well conducted. 

68 Ms.Geetika Solanki Bhopal (M.P) M.P India It was over all great learning experience..but few scoring 

procedures were required more repeatition n time to explain n 

understand. ..

69 Simrat New Delhi Delhi India

70 Chandrima Bagchi SanyalKalyani West Bengal India Informative

71 Jyoti Shukla Gurgaon Harayana India Excellent courseware 

72 MADDIPATI BABU KEDARNATHVisakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh India Good

73 IRA MANOROG NIDAN KENDRA AND COUNSELING CENTREKANPUR UTTAR PRADESH INDIA Very nice and informative workshop

74 Kulvinder Chandigarh Chandigarh India 

75 Harpreet Kaur Randhawa Patiala Punjab India All the tests were nicely explained and doubts were cleared 

properly. Very good and informative short term course altogether. 

Looking for more courses of such type to enhance the knowledge.

76 Dr. Anjali Pune Maharashtra India The workshop was very informative and useful. Thank you. 

Looking forward for many more learning.

77 DR VIJAYA.P NEYVELI TAMILNADU INDIA Very good and useful selection....really thankful 



78 SHWETA SINGH DURG Chhattisgarh India Psychometric Assessment is very informative session & nicely 

explain sir ...sir apne sabhi topic ko bahut acche se samjhaya h 

...bahut hi important tools or manual hm sabhi ko provide krwaya 

h apne or uska use bahut acche se detail m samjhaya h ...hm 

sabhi ne jitne bar bhi apse doughnut pucha h apne bahut hi 

shanti se acche tarike se samjhaya h sir .. sir your knowledge is 

brilliant.. 

79 Rajeswari Shankar Saligramam, 

Chennai

Tamilnadu India Great presentation, full of content, got to know so much about 

different tools in psychometric tests. Great learning experience 

from wonderful Mr Diwakar

80 SankariNarayani S Chennai Tamilnadu India Very Nice and Informative session. A detailed explanation was 

provided where I also can use later . 

81 Jennie Ngaihlian GuiteChurachandpur Manipur India It's a A great privilege to join this seminar. I have benefitted alot 

from this sessions. Our Mentors' way of imparting the knowledge 

was very understandable and quick to learn. Thank you for this 

great opportunity. 

82 POONAM DHIMAN Karnal Haryana India Very informative

83 Prithwin Rapaka guntur Andhra Pradesh India It was a great workshop.Learnt so much from it.

84 Rachana Shah Pune MAHARASHTRA India Very informative! Thank you! 

85 Suchithra. S Madipakkam, 

Chennai

Tamil Nadu India Amazing workshop indeed. Loved Diwakar sir's teaching and 

patience. He always makes sure that we understand everthing 

clearly. Looking forward to attending more such workshops. 

86 Dr. S Suchithra Chennai - 10 Tamil Nadu India The course was conducted by Dr. Diwakar in an effective 

manner. He clarified doubts and queries and took an extra step 

to make sure we were all on the same page. The course 

materials were shared through Google drive in perfect, easy to 

access folders. Though it was an online class, care was taken to 

make sure the tests were understood before moving on to the 

next. I regret missing the extra class that was scheduled but look 

forward to learning from the session recording.

87 Ramya rajasekar Cuddalore Tamilnadu India The workshop was very informative and given a strong base 

knowledge. The whole session has been presented to as in an 

comfortable understanding way within the constructed time .with 

lot of patience .thank you so much .

88 VIBHUTI KAUSHAL Dehradun Uttarakhand India The workshop was very informative and interesting.  

89 Thanuja P Chennai Tamilnadu India The workshop was informative and educative. Tests and 

materials were thoroughly explained.

90 ANITHA R P Bangalore Karnataka India It was very effective and the materials were very useful. Thank 

you and Looking forward to such workshops.



91 Dr. Anjali Umarjikar Chennai Tamil Nadu India Good

92 K. S. Vijayalekshmi Amma.Thrissur Kerala India Very good session. Informative and and resource person was 

sincere and committed.

93 RASHMI REKHA BEHERAKolkata West Bengal India

94 RUCHI SETIA DEHRADUN Uttarakhand India All the sessions were really informative and useful to us. It was a 

good experience. 

95 Swati tiwari Sagar Mp India

96 Monika Panipat Haryana India Sir, it was a very commendable step, your very best made us 

aware of all these tests. Thank you so much sir

97 Manu Varghese Thiruvananthapuram Kerala India Simple to understand ,and very lucidly explained 

98 Kamna Makhija Faridabad Haryana India It was really very good learning experience with you sir . The way 

u conducted with honesty and patiently is commendable.. thank u 

so much for your efforts 

99 Arushi J Makhija Bangalore  -560094 Karnataka India

100 RAJALAKSHMI. J Chenai Tamil nadu India The workshop though it was an online one, it was as much like 

offline.  Explanation and examples were very elaborate. All the 

required materials  were also shared. Thank you so much for 

giving the confidence that we can also do the assessment. 

101 Latha Nagarajan Hyderabad -500062 Telangana India

102 Ms. SAIBANU SAIKRISHNANChennai Tamil Nādu India Hello sir, the workshop was very informative and simple to 

understand. Thank you for being patient and answering all my 

queries. Looking forward to put to use the knowledge gained. 

103 MADHU THAPLIYAL MUMBAI MAHARASHTRA INDIA GREAT LEARNING SESSIONS AND PROVIDED WITH 

ADEQUATE MATERIAL FOR FURTHER LEARNING. DIWAKAR 

SINGH IS AN EXCELLENT TEACHER WITH IMMENSE 

PATIENCE.

104 Kavita Mishra Mumbai Maharashtra India It was a very good  progm.

105 Sujatha ChandrasekaranChennai Tamil Nadu India It was excellent with lot of learnings. Thanks

106 Jeevan S Chennai Tamil Nadu India Thanks a lot sir :) your teaching is really cool. Made complex into 

simple :) 

107 Anupam Dhanwan Ambala city Haryana India 

108 Lavanya R Porur, chennai 600116 Tamil Nadu India Learnt a lot and it was very informative.  

109 DR.MEENAKSHI KRISHNA KUMARChennai Tamil Nadu India Very useful and informative

110 Rachna Shrivastava Bhilai Chhattisgarh India

111 Indhu Sampath Chennai Tamilnadu India

112 Preethi Mohan Chennai Tamil Nadu India Very helpful and explanations given in practical point of view

113 Jaceleen Bangalore Karnataka India The workshop was very informative and resourceful. 

114 Ms Divya Malhotra Dehi Delhi India Amazing workshop..



115 RUCHI GOYAL MUMBAI MAHARASHTRA India Workshop was very effective, with simple and intractive sessions.

116 PRERNA TOMAR Jodhpur Rajasthan India The workshop was very good experience. Your efforts are really 

praise worthy.

Prerna Tomar 

Motivational Speaker, Career Coach & Counsellor 

117 RIMPA CHAKRABORTYBengaluru KARNATAKA India Informative and very resourceful

118 Taapsi Malhotra Delhi Delhi India Diwakar sir showed such compassion and dedication. Amazing 

workshop, much insightful.

119 Kriti Seth Panchkula Haryana India Informative and amazing workshop by Mr. Diwakar. His 

explanation, teaching style, patience in answering questions  are 

commendable.

Looking forward for more such workshops.

Wish you good luck .

120 REBECCA DSOUZA Pune N/A India Comprehensive, informative and patience answer all doubts and 

also shared his guidance

121 Sripriya Shaji Kozhikode Kerala India Very clear explanation on essential concepts. Thank you

122 Chanchal Aggarwal Hoshiarpur Panjab India Very informated and well conducted workshop. 

123 DR. SHAHANA PATHAN Mazgoan Mumbai MH India The workshop was very informative and resourceful. It added a 

lot of useful learning . Thank you so much to Diwakar Sir for his 

ability to share. God bless 

124 Dr. Anita Pande Ahmedabad Gujarat India The workshop was excellent. Looking forward to many more 

such workshops in the future also. 

125 Shrinkhla Sahai Ghaziabad Uttar Pradesh India The workshop was extremely useful, the aspects of administering 

and scoring the tests was laid out very clearly and simply. Thank 

you so much Mr Diwakar Singh for training us with such patience 

and generosity!

126 Ms. Trapti Parashar Indore Madhya Pradesh India It was the best ever training session attended. Diwakar Sir 

explained everything with so much clarity, patience and 

perseverance. Got to learn so many other things through his 

conduct. I will definitely look forward to more of such upcoming 

workshops. Highly recommended for people in this field.



127 Ms. SMITHA CHANDRASHEKARSalalah Dhofar Oman “Totally enjoyed and learned a lot in a comfortable environment. 

The style and the knowledge of the presenter, Mr. Diwakar was 

phenomenal. Psychological testing was presented in a very 

interesting manner and I would surely recommend this workshop 

to others too who are interested in psychology."

128 Shilpa Narayan Mumbai Maharashtra India The workshop was very informative.Diwakar Sir explained in very 

simple manner  and made it very easier  to understand. Looking 

forward to some more like this in future too !!

129 M Padmini Stella Bangalore Karnataka India Great workshop. Worth the time and money spent on the 

workshop.

130 Sapam Joychandra Imphal west Manipur India Fantastic workshop. Easy teaching method was used and help 

us to understand the core meaning of the topic. 

131 Kavita Chandak Nagpur Maharashtra India Wonderful informative workshop. Must for the Psychology 

students. 

132 IONA HEGDE MUMBAI MAHARASHTRA INDIA The workshop on psychometric assessment helped me to fill up 

the gaps in my knowledge. Definitely recommended for those 

interested in understanding testing.

133 Mahika Malhotra New Delhi Delhi India Sir was very clear in explaining everything and super helpful with 

any questions.

134 Melvin Philip Mathew Kottarakara Kerala India Very well explained. Good one

135 Kavita Panyam Secunderabad Telangana India Extremely well presented workshop with emphasis on details and 

sufficient resources.

136 BOBY MATHEW KOTTAYAM KERALA India Good one. Thank you.

137 NEVIN JOSE ANTONYThrissur Kerala India It was indeed an eye opener for me as Diwakar ji took all of us 

through different psychometric tools for various conditions.

I come from a Adult Learning Solution Design space and the 

knowledge i have gained would definitely add a lot of value in my 

realm of work.

Hats off to you to create such a concise program covering all 

relevant information.

Will definitely recommend this to people who share interest in 

psychometrics

138 Kruthi Raju N Bangalore Karnataka India Excellent 

139 Ms Riya Gupta Noida Uttar Pradesh India Very informative. Thank you so much



140 VARIMA RANJAN GAUTAMJaipur Rajasthan India The workshop on Psychometric assessments was very 

informative and attending it has been a knowledgeable 

experience , I look forward to more of these workshops to 

enhance my Capabilities and develop new skills in the Field .

Thankyou 

141 Prateeksha MaheshwariGreater Noida 

West, , Gautam 

Buddha Nagar

Uttar Pradesh India It was very informative. The method of explaining thing was good 

and easy to understood.

142 Ms.Sweta Saha KOLKATA Westbengal India A very useful and informative workshop 

143 KOKIL KANSRA Ambala Haryana India It was very informative session 

144 LIJO PETER LOPEZ Palakkad Kerala India The workshop was very informative and  useful for my 

professional career, thank you.

145 Yashaswini S Bangalore Karnataka India Very informative and useful workshop

146 Vunnava Kiranmaye Bangalore Karnataka India The workshop was good and very informative. It highlighted on 

the various scales and questionnaires that could be used in 

different setting and age groups.

147 Smita Ghosh Ahmedabad Gujarat India It was well organised. well explained. Trainer was very 

knowledgable. It was great learning experience 

148 CHARITHRA N MANE BANGALORE KARNATAKA INDIA Excellent workshop 

149 BHAGYALAXMI N BADIGERPune Maharashtra India Workshop sessions were too good, informative and helpful.

150 Shobhita Pandey Delhi New Delhi India I'm very happy to attend this workshop, it was very informative 

and explained very well. 

151 SHALINI BALAN Bangalore Karnataka India Excellent and very informative workshp. Content/various tests 

were very helpful. Presentation of Dr. Diwakarji and explanation 

was very good. 

152 Dr Trupti Shelke THANE Maharashtra India Workshop covered all minute details of all the concepts including 

practical implementation. Was systematic and well organized. 

153 Gurleen Kaur Sawhney Delhi DELHI India Informative. Resource person had thorough knowledge and 

showed lot of patience in explanation. 

154 Jaya Jowel Noida sector 82 Uttar pradesh India The workshops are really informative and helpful. The method of 

teaching is good and concepts are taught from step by step. The 

reading material is very rich and appropriate. I absolutely liked 

the workshop and am expecting to sign up for one in coming 

future.

155 SUNIL KUMAR B BAGALKOT Karnataka India Very informative and knowledgeable



156 Srividya RamachandranBangalore Karnataka India Well conducted, informative  and interactive workshop. It was a 

good platform to brush up the psychometric tests done many 

years ago. Would appreciate if the basic statistics aspects like t 

test, anova etc would be included in the workshops. Thank You

157 Sheetal solanki Tiruchirappalli Tamil Nadu India Informative,every detail of assessment was taken care which 

makes things clear n easy to understand. 

Thank you sir

158 Mrs. PREMA PATEL Bhopal Madhya Pradesh India " Really Useful and Informative workshop. It is interactive and 

we'll presented .I very much enjoyed and so many new skills to 

add to my counselling tool kit "

159 Anshika Kashyap New Delhi Delhi India Very informative session I have learnt a lot. Thanku so much sir 

for the information you have shared it was very understandable.

160 Namrata Dilip TiwadePune Maharashtra India It a very informative and helpful workshop as I had a great time in 

learning about the Psychometric Tests. Thankyou so much.

161 MRS. VEENA KM Bangalore Karnataka India three days workshop on psychometric testing was a great 

learning experience. it refreshed my knowledge and i feel more 

confident to administer the tests learnt in workshop. 

162 Bijee B. Nair Bangalore Karnataka India Workshop was very informative

163 Nirupama Paul Bhubaneswar Odisha India Workshop was upto the expectations. It was informative, 

thorough and clear. Dr. Diwakar was attending to all the quires 

and clarifying them patiently. Looking forward to more workshops 

like this on assessment of aptitude, attitude, adjustment, eating 

disorder, and substance abuse.

164 Kiran Devi Sonthalia Bangalore Karnataka India Very insightful and informative workshop.

165 Simran Kaur Ludhiana Punjab India It was a bliss learning with sir. Looking up for more such 

workshops. 

166 RIDA SHEIKH Mumbai Maharashtra India Very informative and Interactive. Maybe could be a longer 

workshop lasting a week. Otherwise it was perfect and an 

insightful skill developing workshop.

167 NISSY ANN JOSEPHKottayam Kerala India Excellent

168 KETAKI KADAM Virar Maharashtra India An amazing workshop conducted by Diwakar sir! He simplified 

complicated processes in psychometric testing to understand. 

Looking forward to attend such educative workshops conducted 

by Diwakar sir. 

169 C Sangita Bengaluru Karnataka India Comprehensive workshop covering variety of areas of testing .



170 MS. TANVI BAGWE Thane Maharashtra India The workshop was very informative and helped me to revise all 

the tests I had learnt during my masters. Diwakar sir explained 

each test very well.. Thank you 

171 Rajni Gajjar Vapi Gujarat India It was a great experience and I got to learn a lot of things. This 

workshop helped me because im an aspiring psychologist. 

172 POOJA PURI Gurgaon Haryana India Brilliant work by Mr Diwakar.

173 SHUBHAM DALAL NAJAFGARH DELHI INDIA Very Informative and its a great experience.

174 RIDHI MAHAJAN Ludhiana Punjab India Very informative workshop. Tests were explained with so much 

ease. Would love to learn more tests.

175 CAPT ASWATHY VIJAYPiravom Kerala India The sessions by Diwakar sir was awesome...even a child can 

understand the things very clearly

176 PARIKSHA ONTA Kathmandu Province No. 3 Nepal The session was conducted in a positive, comprehensive, and 

professional manner. It was a great learning experience and 

helped identify blind spots.

177 RANJITH KUMAR ALPHONSEJakarta Jakarta Indonesia The workshop was highly informative and useful. I really enjoyed 

the knowledge sharing by Diwakar Singh. indeed he presented 

the topic with clarity and spoke with absolute confidence and 

patience. Thank you very much for such opportunity. Indeed i am 

happy and blessed.

178 MANJEET YADAV DELHI DELHI INDIA Thanku soo much sir.Each day is a great learning 

experience.very informative session.I have learn a lot

179 DR.ANASWARADEV AErnakulam Kerala India Mentor with precise knowledge and patience to teach till poor 

student grasps the topic. Consecutive informative sessions for 

such a price is absolutely for selfless sharing knowledge beyond 

buisness. I recommend every Psychologist to learn from him to 

enhance the career. 

180 AKSHITA AJMERA JAIPUR RAJASTHAN INDIA It was a wonderful experience. learning new things or brushing 

up the taught things always add something to the experiences. 

looking forward to more such sessions. 

181 Marilyn Correa Mumbai Maharashtra India Indeed the session was very informative and insightful.. Thank 

you so much Sir for being so patient and generous in sharing 

your experience. You are an excellent mentor and Guide.. 

Great Learning! Thank you 🙏

182 RUPALI SINGH TEWARIMumbai Maharashtra India It was a great experience, informative, good content and delivery. 

Dr Diwakar is a very patient and diligent trainer. It was a good 

learning experience. 

183 SANDEEP SINGH SAILONIBilaspur Chhattisgarh India Workshop was very informative and full of new insigts. 

Mr.Diwakar Singh as Mentor is very.impressive and full of 

knowledge.



184 FATEMA AYAZ SAIFYDaman, India Daman and diu India The workshop was amazing. Honestly the information provided 

by Diwakar Sir was much more than I expected. It was a 

wonderful experience and I request the team to keep more such 

workshops in future. Thank you for sharing the knowledge. 

185 Satwant Kaur Bumra Nagpur Maharashtra India Excellent guide and a mentor with a patient approach is what 

Mr.Diwakar is all about!

He had a very systematic method of teaching and explaining. 

Session was enriching and an eye opener! overall it was quite 

good !

Thankyou!

186 DIVYA CHAABRA Gurgaon Haryana India The workshop was very structured and well explained. It covered  

some of the most important assessment tools and gave an 

insight into each test in a very extensive manner. 

187 Akruti Singh New Delhi New Delhi India It was so insightful, knowledgeable workshop which enhance my 

knowledge 

188 VIJAYA LAKSHMI PEDDINA Hyderabad Telangana India Workshop was amazing with clear explanation of how to 

administer the tests and derive the scores. Awesome learning 

experience with Mr. Diwakar Singh. Awaiting some more 

sessions in the future.

Regards 

Vijaya Peddina, Counselling Psychologist.

189 SAMPADA KAPOOR Delhi Delhi India The workshop was highly informative. Each and every doubt was 

made clear with a lot of discussions and patience. The worksheet 

proceeded at the participant's pace and was very informative, 

interesting and worth.

190 Vandya Puri Gurgaon Haryana India An extremely enriching and helpful workshop. Opened our minds 

for better exploration of a child’s functioning to better implement 

strategies. 

191 SUDHIN P K Thrissur Kerala India I am Sudhin P.K from Kerala. Currently doing my M.A in 

Counselling Psychology. It's really a amazing experience to learn 

and practice psychometric tools. Special thanks to Diwakar sir for 

superb sessions

192 Dr. SHRADDHA TIWARI Indore Madhya Pradesh India It was a very informative and useful workshop. I appreciate 

Diwakar sir's knowledge, patience and teaching methodology.

193 SABIHA MALERKOTLA PUNJAB INDIA It was a good, informative and interacting workshop

194 FABIN PAIVA KOCHI KERALA INDIA It was really helpful and we have learnt a lot..thanks to the 

Gude❣️

195 Nisha Kumari Mumbai Maharashtra India Very knowledgeable



196 Mrs.ANUYA ATUL LONKARPune Maharashtra India It was a wonderful workshop..very  structured, informative and 

interesting. Simplicity is not a simple thing. Diwakar sir is great 

mentor who simplifies everything.I am glad to associate with such 

a talented and intellectual participants.

197 ARUNIMA SRIVASTAVAFARIDABAD HARYANA INDIA  The psychometric assessment workshop has been a fantastic 

experience that was well worth the time. I will carry it with me in 

the future. The trainer, Diwakar Sir was also very passionate 

about his subject. This is the first workshop that I’ve attended 

where I actually feel like I’ve gained a huge amount of info.

 Thankyou so much sir and I am looking forward to attend more 

trainings/workshops with you.

198 BHARTI KHANNA Delhi Delhi India Diwakar Sir is the best mentor.He is so humble and is ever ready 

to extend help unconditionally.I will always recommend his 

sessions and would like to appreciate his patience while 

imparting sessions.

199 Avantika Singh Varanasi Uttar Pradesh India Workshop was very good. Very well explained with patience and 

clarity. Looking forward for more workshops like this. Thank you 

Diwakar sir. 

200 Dr. Seema Sharma New Delhi DELHI India During these 4 days I had wonderful experience. Each concept 

was explained so deeply and with patience, along with the 

intellectual part we also acquired the art of tackling clients with 

great patience.

Looking forward for more opportunities. 

Thanku sir.

201 DIPTI KAPOOR New Delhi New Delhi India Great experience 

202 ANANDA VALLI G Bengaluru Karnataka India Very informative 

203 Sheeza Sharmeen Hyderabad Telangana India Excellent content and very well delivered. Thanks!!

204 ARPANA AGRAWAL Bhopal Madhya Pradesh India Workshop was very good ,sir explains all the tests very well 

looking forward to attend and learn more from sir !

205 Ms. VISHWA MULEY Mumbai Maharashtra India Good webinar. Got to refresh the knowledge of testing. Thank 

you very much.

206 SANKSHIPTA BEURAYBangalore Karnataka India

Thank you very much for conducting such great interactive 

workshop. Centainly very informative  and  consize 

sessions.Each tool was  well explained  by the mentor with 

patience and endurance.Looking forward to attend such 207 VIVIAN SAVIO CORREABengaluru Karnataka India Very educative and explained in simple terms. Great clarity and 

dedication was observed. 



208 MEGHA KOCHHAR Gr.npida Uttar Pradesh India Wonderful

209 AMAN PLARWAL Najafgrah New Delhi India I really enjoyed this work shop.  It is a area that bleeds into other 

fields of study and can be applied in many different settings.  I 

enjoyed the varying uses of visuals, videos, and discussions

210 SHIKHA TANDON New Delhi DELHI INDIA GREAT AND VALUABLE LEARNING WITH PRACTICAL 

APPLICATION

211 Ms SEEMA AGARWAL Hyderabad Telangana India It was very informative & practical learning experience. 

212 Dr. Y.S.SANTHOSH MYSORE Karnataka India it was a wonderful experience to get engaged with you through 

workshop. it was incredible , practical oriented workshop very 

informative and further we would like to get associated for any 

workshops you conduct. thanks and regards Mr.Diwakar sir.

213 PRAMILA  RAJENDRANBangalore Karnataka India Mr. Diwakers' communication is well thought. He takes time to 

explain well. He has much patience to answer questions. He 

adds value proposition in his teachings and has given us a very 

clear understanding of all the assessments. I personally was 

blessed by his teachings and would like to attend more of his 

sessions in future. 
214 SHALLY THOMAS SECL COLONY, BISHRAMPURCHATTISGARH INDIA It was a very informative, practical, useful, and refreshing 

workshop.  Indeed it helped me to understand and recall the 

psychometric assessments , and it's utility in different ways to 

assess a client.

Mr. Diwakar's simple and lucid style of explanation with much 

patience and one to one attention helps the participant to grab 

each corner of the test in a fruitful manner. More over, his unique 

way of sharing the contents and materials, too highly 

appreciated, as it will help and support everyone for future 

reference.

Happy to see you on this platform flourishing and would like to 

learn more from you.

God bless you, Diwakar.

Thanks a lot. 

215 DEVANSHI BHATT Ahmedabad Gujarat India Very nicely executed 

216 Zi E. Ferraris Tashkent City Tashkent UzbekistanThank you so much for the workshop. It was straightforward and 

thorough. Thank you Sir Diwakar for your patience and for 

initiating this workshop. Really helpful for us in helping various 

people groups. 🎉🎉🎉 blessings!

217 PREKSHITA S RAO Badlapur Maharashtra India It was a great session. The testing methods were taught 

adequately. Looking forward for more. 



218 Aisha Siddiqa Hyderabad Telangana India Informative session

219 POOJA SINGH BAGHELRewa Madhya Pradesh India Exciting experience and learn various things in this workshop.

220 BALJINDER KAUR ROYPune Maharashtra India It was very organized, simple to understand. Sir has a lot of 

patience. Very well conducted. Lot of information received

221 PRERNA PILLAY Pune Maharashtra India The workshop was helpful

222 Athira C D Kollam Kerala India It was very good and informative

223 SAILEJA GUPTA HYDERABAD TELANGANA INDIA Great learning experience !!

224 VANI S MYSORE Bangalore Karnataka India It was very useful for professional counselors.  


